TERROR RAGES IN TRUJILLO’S HELL!

Three young mothers, after being jailed several times, have been murdered by Trujillo in the Dominican Republic. The three sisters are:

Dr. MINERVA MIRABAL
Eng. MARIA TERESA MIRABAL
PATRIA MIRABAL

Their husbands have been kept rotting in jail since last January. There is serious doubt that they are still alive. Trujillo’s dungeons are proving too small. To make room, prisoners are quietly murdered every night.

In Costa Rica the OAS agreed on sanctions against Trujillo last August. But now, after a long delay, the Organization has decided to postponed indefinitely their meeting for the study of sanctions.

Will these sanctions come when all the democratic Dominicans have been killed or mutilated by this insane murderer?

STOP TRUJILLO’S CRIMINAL RAMPAGE!

You can help by demanding of the United States Government to comply with the agreements of the Conference of Costa Rica which condemned Trujillo and forced sanctions on his tyranny.
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